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a b s t r a c t
Present regulatory trends are promoting the direct participation of wind energy in electricity markets.
The final result of these markets sets the production scheduling for the operation time, including a power
commitment from the wind generators. However, wind resources are uncertain, and the final power
delivered usually differs from the initial power committed. This imbalance produces an overcost in thevailable online xxx
eywords:
ind energy
ydro energy
tochastic optimization
system, which must be paid by those who produce it, e.g., wind generators among others. As a result,
wind farm revenue decreases, but it could increase by allowing wind farms to submit their bids to the
markets together with a hydro generating unit, which may easily modify its production according to the
expected imbalance. This paper presents a stochastic optimization technique that maximizes the joint
profit of hydro andwind generators in a pool-based electricitymarket, taking into account the uncertainty
.lectricity markets
ombined bids
of wind power prediction
. Introduction
The generation of wind power has increased around the world
n recent years. The growth in Europe has been encouraged by
he EU Directive 2001/77/EC [1]. The goal of the directive is that
2% of gross energy consumption in the European Union must be
rovided by renewable energy sources (RES). In some countries,
ike Spain, wind power supplies about 10% of the power demand,
lthough somedays inMarch 2007 reached up to 23% of the electric
emand. Nowadays the wind power installed means 13,606MW,
hich accounts for 15% of the total installed power. This high level
fwind energy entails somenew technical andfinancial challenges.
Wind farms have significant difficulties predicting their power
utput accurately [1–3]. This uncertainty involves energy imbal-
nceswith regard to the power committed in pool-based electricity
arkets, and these imbalances usually result in financial penalties
4–6]. One way to reduce the expected imbalance cost is to use
stochastic optimization tool. Taking into account the penalties
ue to imbalances, this kind of tool allows optimal wind energy
o be traded on the market [7]. Another method for reducing the
xpected imbalancecost is towork togetherwithother typesofgen-Please cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
rating units, like a Hydro Generation Company (HGENCO). Some
eferences use a pure hydro system or a hydro generation/pumping
ystem combined with a Wind Generation Company (WGENCO)
o provide the committed power in the electric power system
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +34 91 6249948; fax: +34 91 6249430.
E-mail addresses: jlangarita@indra.es (J.L. Angarita), jusaola@ing.uc3m.es
J. Usaola), jorgemar@ing.uc3m.es (J. Martínez-Crespo).
378-7796/$ – see front matter © 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
[8–13]. In these cases, the aim is to find the optimal hydro or
hydro/pumping operation in order to provide a reliable energy sup-
ply. This strategy is useful in small or isolated systems. In [14,15],
a wind and pumping ensemble system is considered in a deregu-
lated market. In both research papers, starting from a deterministic
andwell-knownwindgeneration forecasting, hydrogeneration and
pumped water are found. This algorithm is enhanced in [16], where
the expected wind generation is considered as a stochastic param-
eter. Several simulations using the Monte Carlo method are carried
out for different values of wind generation.
In this paper, the imbalances are treated differently. In a deregu-
lated market, the WGENCO–HGENCO ensemble (WH-GENCO) tries
to maximize its own profit. Thus, the company reduces imbalances
only if it increases this profit. In that case, the market incentive to
avoid imbalanceswill bedefinedby thepenaltyprice of imbalances.
The problem is set for Spanish market rules, although they are
not followed exactly. The Spanish electricity market is a pool-based
marketwhere allmarket playersmust present their bids for awhole
day at 10:00AM of the previous day. The accepted bids program
entails a power commitment for the whole day (24h). This market
is called daily market. This commitment may be modified six times
a day, every 4h, in the intraday markets, buying or selling energy
by means of bids submitted 3h before the operation time. Finally,
if there are differences between the last accepted bid of a market
player and its actual production, the system overcost due to this-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
mismatch between generation and demand must be paid by those
agents who incur it, in accordance with the amount of this devi-
ation. It involves a decrease in the revenue of these agents (wind
generators are usually found among them). Under this regulatory
framework, two alternative strategies could be followed:
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Combined operation strategy: Once the WGENCO and HGENCO
energy is traded on the electricity market, both companies
have a committed power. Nevertheless, in real time (about 1h
ahead) and starting from the current generated wind power, the
WGENCO can calculatewith small uncertainty the imbalances for
the energy committed in the next hour. With that information, at
this time, the HGENCO may change its own generation in order to
obtain the maximum profit for the WH-GENCO ensemble. Thus,
the HGENCO will move its generation towards the optimal val-
ues to reduce the wind power imbalances whenever this action
increases the combined profit. Finally, notice that if the HGENCO
traded all its rated power in the pool market, it could not support
the WGENCO position.
Combined bidding strategy: In this case, depending on the
energy to be traded on the electricity market, the HGENCO
plans its power reserve and, consequently, its availability to
reduce imbalances caused by wind power. In accordance with
the plan, the decision is taken considering the expected wind
power distribution probability, which is a stochastic variable. It
should be noted that this bid design strategy sets the optimal
energy to be submitted to the market with the aim of obtaining
the maximum profit for the WH-GENCO joint optimal oper-
ation (previous item), but with the bid defined hours before
instead of in real time. That is, the combined bids design strat-
egy has a higher hierarchical decision level than the operation
planning.
In this paper, the authors follow this last novel strategy. TheWH-
ENCO ensemble will be considered a price-taker and a detailed
ydro model is used. The proposed algorithm is a mixed-integer
0/1) linear problem which has been solved under GAMS mathe-
atical modelling language using the solver CPLEX 9.0 [17].
This paper is organized as follows. Considerations about the
ind power forecast and hydro system are shown in Sections 2
nd 3, respectively. Section 4 formulates the mathematical model
or defining the combined bid. Section 5 provides an application
xample, comparing the results with other possible ways to decide
ow energy is traded. Finally, conclusions are stated in Section 6.
. Uncertainty of wind prediction
In power systems with a high percentage of wind power, short-
erm wind power forecast has become a technique used for system
peration and for submitting bids in electricity markets whenever
ind generators are allowed to make bids. Prediction tools use
umerical weather forecasts and one of them also uses real time
CADA data from the wind farms. Starting from these inputs and
y means of physical and/or statistical models, hourly predictions
or a time horizon of about 48h are provided. The accuracy of these
rediction tools is assessed through the Normalized Mean Abso-
ute Error (NMAEt), defined as shown in (1),where predictions have
een made t hours before operation time, N being the number of
redictions considered.
MAEt = 1N ·
∑t=N
t=1
∣∣actual powert − forecasted powert∣∣
rated power
(1)
Fig. 1 shows average values of this parameter. Two main fea-
ures can be observed: first, the higher the time elapsed between
rediction and operation is, the higher the forecasting error; sec-
nd, the error decreaseswhen the forecasting process is done for anPlease cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
nsemble and also decreases with the size of the ensemble. Similar
onclusions can be found in [1] and [2]. The results shown in Fig. 1
ave been obtained with SIPREÓLICO, the short-term wind power
rediction tool running in Red Eléctrica de Espan˜a (the Spanish
SO) and developed by Universidad Carlos III de Madrid. This pro-Fig. 1. NMAE for different wind farm ensembles.
gram provides predictions every 15min for more than 11,000MW
of wind power connected to the Spanish peninsular power system
[5].
In general, the quality of a prediction depends mainly on two
variables, the time between prediction and operation and the
forecasting technique. Another important prediction factor is the
forecasting process,which has no important bias. Therefore, in gen-
eral, the probability of over/under prediction might be considered
equal.
In this document, the hourly wind power output is con-
sidered a stochastic variable with a known discrete density
function (DDF). The set of values for the DDF at time t is ˝t ={
ewp1t , ewp
2
t , . . . , ewp
Nt
t
}
with probability
{
1t , 
2
t , . . . , 
Nt
t
}
[18].
This hourly information is necessary for calculating the overall time
outcomes. Every overall-period outcome is a set that has a pos-
sible wind generation value for every hour. This study considers
all the hourly sets t to contain N possible outcomes, i.e.,
∣∣˝t∣∣ =
Nt = N ∀t. Under this consideration, the set , which represents
the total number of outcomes for the whole time horizon, will
contain W =∏t=Tt=1 ∣∣˝t∣∣ =∏t=Tt=1N = NT elements. The probability
w of every outcome w is defined by multiplying the probabilities
associated with every possible hourly power output in the overall-
period outcomes.
3. Hydro model
The aim of the short-term hydro scheduling model is to deter-
mine the optimal generation programming for every plant in the
river basin. The hydro model is considerably more complex than
the wind model.
The input–output hydro generation function describes the rela-
tionship between discharged water and generated power. This
relationship is stronglynon-linearbut it canbe represented through
aconcavepiecewise linearization [19–21], as shown inFig. 2.Apoly-
nomial approximation is considered in Ref. [22], and finally, other
Refs. [23,24] use a non-concave piecewise linearization.
Fig. 2 draws the relation between power andwater discharge for
a hydro plant i. This relationship has been represented in this paper-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
by a piecewise linear approximation with 4 blocks. Every piece has
its own slope and water discharge limit.
The hydro model considered in this paper is based on the model
proposed in [24].
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. Mathematical model for the combined bid
As stated earlier, from an economic point of view, the imbalance
ost reduction problem may be separated into two complemen-
ary strategies, the combined operation strategy and the combined
idding strategy. The following equations represent the modeling
or the second one. This strategy consists of calculating the opti-
al combined hourly energy, hwpdt. The output of the combined
id will be used later in the operation stage. Therefore, the model
ecides the optimal power to be traded, calculating its expected
rofit for every wind outcome. The objective function to maximize
s:
HWP =
t=T∑
t=1
w=W∑
w=1
w ·
{
EHPt,w + EHRt,w − EPt,w
}
(2)
ubject to:
HPt,w =
i=I∑
i=1
{
t · hpri,t,w − sci · yt,i,w + Qi,w
} ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W
(3)
pri,t,w =
l=L∑
l=1
mi,l · ui,t,l,w ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (4)
i,t,w = xi,t−1,w +Wi,t +M ·
∑
h∈˝i
l=L∑
l=1
{
uh,t−ih,l,w + sh,t−ih,l,w
}
−M ·
l=L∑
l=1
{
ui,t,l,w + si,t,l,w
} ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (5)
i ≥ xi,t,w ≥ Xi ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (6)
max
{
Ui,U
ext
i,t
}
≤
l=L∑
l=1
ui,t,l,w ≤ min
{
Ui,U
ext
i,t
}Please cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (7)
i,t,l,w ≤ Ui,l ·t,i,w ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀l∈ L,∀w ∈W (8) PRESS
ms Research xxx (2009) xxx–xxx 3
Qi,w =
j=I∑
j∈i
{
xi,TF,w ·mj ·

M
}
∀i∈ I,∀w ∈W (9)
yt,i,w − zt,i,w = t,i,w −t−1,i,w ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (10)
EWRt,w = ewpt,w · t ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (11)
EPt,w = Rt,w · t · t ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (12)
 t =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
 t,up if
[
i=I∑
i=1
{
hpri,t,w
}
+ ewpt,w − hwpdt
]
> 0
 t,down if
[
i=I∑
i=1
{
hpri,t,w
}
+ ewpt,w − hwpdt
]
< 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(13)
It should be noted that time periods of 1h are considered, so x
MW is equivalent to x MWh and a water discharge k represents a
change of k/MHm3 in the volume.
Notice also that the problem aims to find the optimal power
that provides the maximum expected revenue for a joint optimal
operation.
Eq. (2) shows the objective function to be maximized. The profit
is calculatedas the revenue for theenergyproducedbyboth compa-
nies, HGENCO and WGENCO, minus the penalties due to the energy
deviations. Eq. (3) sets the HGENCO profit: the revenue due to the
produced energy plus the future revenue because of storedwater in
the reservoir minus start-up costs. It should also be remarked that
the hydro generation model sets a certain water price at the end of
the time horizon as a constraint. On the contrary, other references
set limits on the final volume [13]. Eq. (4) defines the piecewise lin-
ear hydro generation model. The temporal continuity of the hydro
reservoir level is formulated as (5). Constraint (6) sets the lower and
upper limits on the reservoir level. Constraint (7) fixes the limits on
the discharge for every plant; these limits may come from either
technical constraints on the power plant discharge or external con-
straints like environmental considerations, navigability conditions,
fishing constraints, etc. Constraint (8) sets the upper discharge limit
of each block of the piecewise linear curve. Eq. (9)models the future
valueof the storedwater in the reservoirs. Eq. (10) sets a logical rela-
tion between power plant start-up, shut-down and on-line status.
Eq. (11) defines the expected profit for the WH-GENCO. Finally, the
expected penalty in the operation is modeled in (12) and (13).
The optimal bid maximizes the weighted-probability profit for
each overall-period outcome. For every possiblewind outcome, the
WH-GENCO ensemble decides the best hydro generation. A hydro
power generation different from its optimal value (a value obtained
when theHGENCOoperates individually) always carries a reduction
of the profit for the HGENCO. Therefore, the HGENCO will only sup-
port the wind power deviations if the reduction of the hydro profit
is lower than the avoided wind penalty. In the present model, we
know exactly what the energy trade price and the penalty prices
are.
The optimization problem for defining HGENCO generation is
constrained by giving a value to the water remaining at the end of
time horizon Qi,w . As is stated in [25], in general, a hydro power
station i will consume water using only those blocks that satisfy
the following equation:
t ·m ≥  ·m (14)-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
Eq. (14) states that the HGENCO spills water only when the rev-
enue due to the power generated is higher than the future revenue
of storing it. As the Hill Chart is a piecewise linearization, Eq. (14) is
only fulfilled up to a certain block l of that piecewise linearization,
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ut it is not valid for the next ones. The necessary conditions for
efining the optimal hydro power bid hpr∗
i,t,w
are shown in Fig. 3
or a three-block linearization. In a general way, a hydro plant i
ulfills that:
t ·mi,l >  ·mi ∀l < k (15)
t ·mi,l <  ·mi ∀l > k (16)
For example, in Fig. 3, blocks 1 and 2 satisfy Eq. (14) but block 3
oes not fulfil it. In this particular case, index k would be equal to 2
n Eqs. (15) and (16).
At time t, if for a scenariow the wind generation is low (produc-
ng less than expected), hydro power plant i can increase its power
utput in a quantity	hpri,t,w to compensate totally or partially for
he wind deviation. This action reduces the combined imbalances
nd therefore lets the agents decrease their penalties 	EPt,w , as
hown in (17).
EPt,w =  t,down · t ·	hpri,t,w
=
l=L∑
l=k+1
 t,down · t ·	ut,i,l,w ·mi,l ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (17)
This change in the hydro power output implies less water at the
nd of the period and therefore a reduction in the future income
see (18)).
Bt,w,future = −
l=L∑
l=k+1
mi ·  ·	ui,t,l,w ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (18)
Nevertheless, the additional hydro generation	hpri,t,w results
n additional income in the market.
Bt,w,current = t ·	hpri,t,w
=
l=L∑
l=k+1
t ·	ui,t,l,w ·mi,l ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W (19)
The net variation in the combined profit due to additional hydro
eneration is illustrated in Eq. (20).
profitt,w =	EPt,w +	Bt,w,future +	Bt,w,current ∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈WPlease cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
(20)
Only if	profitt,w is higher than zero, the HGENCO will compen-
ate for the shortage of wind production by increasing the water PRESS
ms Research xxx (2009) xxx–xxx
consumed to generate more electric power. Under this considera-
tion,	profitt,w > 0, and substituting Eqs. (17), (18) and (19) in (20),
it is possible to get Eq. (21).
t ·
(
1 + t,down
)
·
l=L∑
l=k+1
(
	ui,t,l,w ·mi,l
)
> mi ·  ·
l=L∑
l=k+1
	ui,t,l,w
(21)
Eq. (21) gives useful information. For example, returning to the
case shown in Fig. 3, Eq. (21) would become:
mi,3 · t ·
(
1 + t,down
)
> mi ·  (22)
Comparing Eqs. (16) and (22), it is easy to realize that the penalty
factor t,down makes it more attractive to consume water in block 3
when thewind generation is short. Notice that once Eq. (22) is satis-
fied, usingblock3 for compensating for anywindpowerdeviation is
profitable. If the piecewise linearizationwasmade using fewblocks
and/or the rated power of the hydro plant is very large compared
with the rated wind generation, that is to say, if the power of each
block is very big, once Eq. (22) is satisfied, all short wind deviation
will be compensated for.
A similar procedure can be followed for long wind positions. Eq.
(23) will be valid in that case.
mi,2 ·
(
t − t,up
)
< mi ·  (23)
As will be verified in next section, this analysis explains why the
hydro unit will not respond to certain values of  t,down and  t,up,
and however, once those penalties get over a certain value, all the
deviations are compensated for.
5. Test system and results
Participationofwindenergy intoelectricitymarkets is notpossi-
ble in all the countries, and, the participation rules vary widely and
change relativelyquick. Inorder togivean insightof thepossibilities
of the proposedmethod, an example has been run following loosely
the Spanish market rules, which allow the joint participation of
wind energy, but not a joint bid between wind and hydro greater
than 50MW. The conclusions presented here could be extrapolated
to other systems and rules, althoughdifferent balancemanagement
systems (for instance) could have a strong impact on the numerical
results.
5.1. Time period
In the example, the scheduling horizon is composed of five peri-
ods (T=5), each being 1h long. This time is similar to the operation
time that corresponds to a Spanish intraday market.
5.2. Hydro generation data
The HGENCO considered in this test system has eight reservoirs
linked between them. The example has been taken from [24].
Table 1 illustrates three items of the test system: maximum
water discharge for every plant, the slope of every block, and max-
imum power output.
Hourly power output shown in Table 2 is obtained when the
HGENCO submits a bid considering only its own revenue [24]. Itwill
be useful to compare these data with the results of this combined
model. Hourly prices (see last row of Table 2) correspond to average
prices in the Spanish daily market.-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
5.3. Wind generation data
The ratedpowerof thewind farm is 250MW.For stochasticwind
power generation, every hour contains three different generation
ARTICLE IN PRESSG ModelEPSR-2827; No.of Pages9
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Table 1
Blocks slope and water discharge limits.
Plant Slope [MW/m3/s] Umax [m3/s] Maximal power output [MW]
Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 All blocks
Plant 1 0.9 0.85 0.83 0.78 15.0 50.4
Plant 2 0.75 0.73 0.7 0.67 39.5 112.6
Plant 3 0.7 0.65 0.63 0.6 112.5 290.3
Plant 4 0.82 0.8 0.77 0.75 160.8 504.8
Plant 5 0.85 0.82 0.8 0.75 152.5 491.1
Plant 6 0.78 0.73 0.7 0.68 116.3 336.0
Plant 7 0.75 0.72 0.7 0.66 239.0 676.4
Plant 8 0.8 0.76 0.74 0.72 249.5 753.5
Table 2
Power schedule (MW) and hourly price ($/MWH).
Plants Generation schedule for all the plants [MW]
Hour 1 Hour 2 Hour 3 Hour 4 Hour 5
Plant 1 26.25 38.7 0 38.7 50.4
Plant 2 58.46 86.11 0 86.11 112.57
Plant 3 151.88 222.75 0 222.75 290.25
Plant 4 260.41 384.19 0 504.76 504.76
Plant 5 254.68 376.68 0 376.68 491.05
Plant 6 175.54 256.91 0 256.91 335.96
Plant 7 351.33 518.63 0 518.63 676.37
Plant 8 389.22 573.85 0 753.49 753.49
T
P
s
f
T
p
s
e
e
t
e
e
a
T
W
T
H
H
H
H
H
Total 1667.77 2457.82
rice [$/MWh] 60 62
cenarios,
∣∣˝t∣∣ = 3 ∀t. Therefore, the total number of outcomes
or the scheduling horizon areW =∏t=5t=1 ∣∣˝t∣∣ = 243.
Table 3 shows hourly wind power values and their probabilities.
wo different bid strategies can be used depending on the wind
ower offered: the highest probability wind power value (HPWPV
trategy) or the expected wind power value (EWPV strategy).
The highest probability wind power value (HPWPV) and the
xpected wind power value (EWPV) are calculated using hourly
xpected wind power values (ewpnt ). The HPWPV, in column 7, is
he highest probability wind power value for every hour (see (24)).
wpHPt =
{
ewpkt
∣∣kt ≥ nt ∀n∈Nt : k∈Nt} (24)
The EWPV shown in column 6 is calculated using (25).
n=NtPlease cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
wpEt =
∑
n=1
nt · ewpnt (25)
The expected deviations, columns 8–11 of Table 3, are calculated
s is shown in (26) and (27), where ewp∗t takes the values ewp
HP
t
able 3
ind power outcomes.
ime Power and probability Outcomes EW
1 2 3
our 1 Power [MW] 230 200 190 20
Probability 0.3 0.5 0.2
our 2 Power [MW] 250 235 220 23
Probability 0.4 0.3 0.3
our 3 Power [MW] 230 220 200 21
Probability 0.2 0.45 0.35
our 4 Power [MW] 210 190 175 19
Probability 0.45 0.35 0.2
our 5 Power [MW] 190 180 170 18
Probability 0.5 0.4 0.1
otal 100 2758.03 3214.85
48 63 66
or ewpEt depending on the expected deviation from what is being
calculated in the optimization process.
Expected deviationt (down)
=
n=Nt∑
n=1
{
nt ·
∣∣∣ewp∗t − ewpjt∣∣∣ ewp∗t ≥ ewpnt
0 ewp∗t < ewp
n
t
}
(26)
Expected deviationt (up)
=
n=Nt∑
n=1
{
nt ·
∣∣ewp∗t − ewpnt ∣∣ ewp∗t ≤ ewpnt
0 ewp∗t > ewp
n
t
}
(27)-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
The total wind expected deviations are shown in the last row
of Table 3. They are 53.7 (26.85+26.85) and 53.5 (42.5 +11)MW
for EWPV and HPWPV, respectively. According to (1), these
deviations mean a NMAE value of 4.3% for both cases. The
wind data used represent a realistic situation for an ensem-
PV HPWPV Expected deviation
Using EWPV Using HPWPV
Down Up Down Up
7 200 6.90 6.90 2.00 9.00
6.5 250 5.40 5.40 13.50 0.00
5 220 5.25 5.25 7.00 2.00
6 210 6.30 6.30 14.00 0.00
4 190 3.00 3.00 6.00 0.00
38.5 1070 26.85 26.85 42.50 11.00
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le of 5 wind power farms for which forecasts are made 1h in
dvance.
.4. Results
With the previous data, the WH-GENCO ensemble must make
he combined bid. In this example case, the penalties t,up, t,down
onsidered for the study will have the same value, i.e.,  t,up =
t,down =  ∀t.
The agents have many options for defining their bids, but the
wo most natural ones would be the following: (1) a first strategy
ould use the expected wind power value (EWPVS) and (2) a dif-
erent strategywould use the highest probabilitywind power value
HPWPVS). In each case, the combined bid would be defined by the
wpEt and ewp
HP
t , respectively, plus theoptimalhydropower, and the
raded power would be fixed regardless of the value of the penal-
ies t,down, t,up. Consequently, these strategies cannot ensure the
est bid, as they do not consider the penalties. The main disad-
antage of these strategies is that they do not take into account
eeping enough reserve for all the wind deviations. In this paper,
he results of these two strategies will be compared with the opti-
al bid resulting from the mathematical model presented in this
aper.
Table 4 compares powers committed considering the algorithm
roposed in (2)–(13) with the results obtained via the expected
ind power value strategy (EWPVS) and the highest probability
ind power value strategy (HPWPVS).
Table 4 shows that when the penalty increases, the HGENCO
ompensates for all the wind energy deviations and, therefore,
hesewinddeviationswill be taken into account in the energy com-
itted in the market. Analyzing the table results, if the optimal
ydro bid is the maximum value (h=5: 3215MW), the opti-
al value for the combined bid must be the lowest expected
ind power value plus the maximum hydro power output (e.g.,
215+170=3385MW). Therefore, if the wind generation for the
peration period is the minimum value, the hydro plant must gen-
rate its maximum power, and if the wind power in the operation
s higher than the minimum expected value, the hydro power plant
ill decrease its generation fromthemaximumtoavaluewhere the
ower deviation is zero. This case is fulfilled for a penalty greater
han or equal to 20% of the market clearing price ( =0.2). On the
ontrary, for =0.1, the penalty is too low, and theHGENCObidwill
ot compensate for any downward wind power deviation (short
osition).
When the optimal hydro bid is zero (h=3, 0MW), the optimal
ombined bid is the maximum expected wind generation (e.g., for
= 3, 230MW). Consequently, if the wind generation is the maxi-Please cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
um expected value, the hydro generation is zero, and if the wind
eneration is lower than itsmaximumvalue, the hydro power plant
ill generate the power value necessary to get a null deviation. This
ituation takes place for a penalty equal to or greater than 70% of
he market clearing price ( =0.7). For lower penalties, the com-
able 4
ombined power bid.
eriod Optimal hydro
bid [MW]
Using EWPV
[MW]
Using HPWPV
[MW]
Optimal combined pow
 t,up = t,down
0.1 0.2 0
our 1 1667.8 1874.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1
our 2 2457.8 2694.3 2707.8 2677.8 2677.8 2
our 3 0.0 215.0 220.0 220.0 220.0
our 4 2758.0 2954.0 2968.0 2933.0 2933.0 2
our 5 3214.9 3398.9 3404.9 3394.8 3384.8 3 PRESS
ms Research xxx (2009) xxx–xxx
bined bid will not cover all the possible wind positions. Notice
that for these cases the combined bid was 220MW; therefore if
the wind generation was 230MW, the hydro power plant could
not compensate for this over-generation, since hydro power is shut
down and it cannot reduce its production. In the other strategies
(EWPVS and HPWPVS), the declared power did not keep enough
reserve to follow wind deviations regardless of the penalty val-
ues.
Whenever the optimal hydro bid is zero, compensating for
down-wind power deviation implies the start-up of the unit and,
therefore, the HGENCO will lose the opportunity cost and will have
to pay the start-up cost. Here the opportunity cost means either
the spillage of water, when the best financial option is to save it to
be sold in the future, or vice versa. In the study case, it occurs for
 =0.7.
If the optimal hydro power is maximum, compensating for up-
wind power deviations entails decreasing the hydro power from
the maximum value, and it implies losing the opportunity cost. In
the study case, this happens for  =0.1.
Table 5 shows the expected deviations and the cost of these
deviations for the algorithm proposed as well as for the other
alternative strategies (EWPVS and HPWPVS). The total deviation
represents the power deviation accumulated throughout the possi-
ble scenarios, weighted by the probability of each scenario, for the
5-h scheduling horizon. It should be noted that deviations using
alternative strategies cannot cover the deviations because they
do not have enough reserve for this situation even if the price is
high.
For example, if the HPWPVS strategy is analyzed, there is an up-
deviation (long position) of 2MW that is not covered (see first row
of HPWPVS block in Table 5). In this case, when the power com-
mitted is 220MW and the actual wind generation is 230MW, there
is no possibility of compensating for the deviation of 10MW. This
situation has a probability of 0.2; that is, the expected deviation
is then 10·0.2 =2MW. Notice that up-deviations cannot be covered
only in hour 3. In contrast, hour 5 represents the opposite case. For
the strategy HPWPVS, the combined power bid is 3405MW (see
Table 4). Since the maximum hydro power generation is 3215MW,
wind generation values lower than 190MW cannot be covered. In
this case, two different wind power generations can be found. The
first one is 180MW, which carries a down-deviation of 10MW with
probability 0.4, that is, 4MW of expected down deviation. In the
second one, the wind generation is 170MW, which implies a down-
deviation of 20MW with probability 0.1, that is to say, 2MW of
expected down deviation. Therefore, the total expected down devi-
ation is equal to 6MW (see data in Table 3 and results in second
row of HPWPV block in Table 5).-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
5.5. Benefits of the combined bid
The benefit of using the proposed algorithm (delta wind profit,
dwp) compared to the alternative strategies is evaluated as shown
er bid [MW]
.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8 1867.8
677.8 2677.8 2677.8 2677.8 2677.8 2677.8 2677.8 2677.8
220.0 220.0 220.0 220.0 230.0 230.0 230.0 230.0
933.0 2933.0 2933.0 2933.0 2933.0 2933.0 2933.0 2933.0
384.8 3384.8 3384.8 3384.8 3384.8 3384.8 3384.8 3384.8
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Table 5
Deviation for different penalties and strategies.
Penalty [market price times]  t,up = t,down
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Optimal combined bid
up deviation [MW] 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
down deviation [MW] 8.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cost up dev [D ] 9.6 19.2 28.8 38.4 48.0 57.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
cost down dev [D ] 40.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
total cost dev [D ] 49.8 19.2 28.8 38.4 48.0 57.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
High probability wind power value
up deviation [MW] 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
down deviation [MW] 13.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0
cost up dev [D ] 9.6 19.2 28.8 38.4 48.0 57.6 67.2 76.8 86.4 96.0
cost down dev [D ] 73.2 79.2 118.8 158.4 198.0 237.6 277.1 316.7 356.3 395.9
total cost dev [D ] 82.8 98.4 147.6 196.8 246.0 295.2 344.3 393.5 442.7 491.9
Expected wind power value
up deviation [MW] 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3
i
d
p
a
p
u
v
p
v
N
(
b
p
d
r
a
t
[
t
t
i
t
tdown deviation [MW] 8.3 3.0 3.0 3.0
cost up dev [D ] 25.2 50.4 75.6 100.8
cost down dev [D ] 45.0 39.6 59.4 79.2
total cost dev [D ] 70.2 90.0 135.0 180.0
n (28).
wp = HWEP(OPT) −HWEP(EWPVS or HPWPVS)∑t=T
t=1
∑w=W
w=1 w · EPt,w(EWPVS or HPWPVS)
· 100 (28)
The numerator of (28) is the expected profit through the pro-
osed algorithm minus the expected profit using one of the two
lternative strategies. The denominator of (28) is the expected
enalty of the optimal operation subject to the power declared
sing thedeterministic (alternative) strategies. Fig. 4 shows thedwp
alues for the proposed algorithm and for HPWPVS under different
rice considerations. A different line chart is depicted for different
alues of the Normalized Mean Absolute Error (NMAE). A higher
MAE implies a greater advantage in using the proposed model
compared with the deterministic strategy).
Using Fig. 4 and Fig. 1, a WH-GENCO agent might calculate the
enefit of the algorithm proposed here. For example, if the Spanish
ool-based market is analyzed, when the energy is traded in intra-
aily sessions, the time between the bid time and the real operation
anges from 4 to 7h. Therefore, using data from Fig. 1, the NMAE is
bout 25–30% for a single wind farm [25]. Though deviation penal-
ies t,up, t,down in the Spanish case are difficult to predict, the Ref.
26] states penalties around 27% of the market price, =0.27. WithPlease cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
hese values, as Fig. 4 shows, the dwp is around 30–35%. In general,
he benefits depend on penalties, how long in advance the forecast
s made, the size of ensemble and hydro model features. According
o the results shown in Fig. 4, savings range from 15% to 45% using
he algorithm proposed instead of the alternative strategies.
Fig. 4. Change in the wind profit for different wind average deviation.3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
126.0 151.2 176.4 201.6 226.8 252.0
99.0 118.8 138.5 158.3 178.1 197.9
225.0 270.0 314.9 359.9 404.9 449.9
6. Conclusion
The possibility of combining hydro and wind energy, and its
profitability for market participants to make joint bids has been
shown in thepresent paper. This profitability dependson the capac-
ity of the hydro reservoir and on the imbalance cost. Low imbalance
costs,which reflect the cost of the imbalance reserves, decreases the
interest of this joint bid.
In the paper,wind generation is considered a stochastic parame-
ter and the input–output hydro generation function is represented
through a concave piecewise linearization. The optimal combined
bid is calculated simulating the optimal future operation for all
possible wind outcomes. The proposed model has been tested for
realistic forecasting conditions as well as different penalties due to
imbalances applied to an ensemble of a HGENCO with eight reser-
voirs linked among them and a WGENCO of 250MW rated power.
A 5-h scheduling horizon (similar period to the operation time of a
Spanish intraday market) has been used.
The algorithm has been compared to other possible bid strate-
gies that make use of the highest probability wind power value
(HPWPV strategy) or the expected wind power value (EWPV strat-
egy). It has been checked that when the penalty increases, the
HGENCOcompensates for all thewindenergydeviationsand, there-
fore, these wind deviations will be taken into account in the energy
committed in the market. On the contrary, if the penalty is too low
( =0.1), the HGENCO bid will not compensate for any wind power
deviation.
The combined bidding strategy obtains significant improve-
ments regarding the other bid strategies mentioned. These
improvements are shown through the dwp (delta wind profit),
which is evaluated for different values of the Normalized Mean
Absolute Error (NMAE). The results show that between 15% and 45%
of the penalties can be saved using the algorithm proposed. Thus,
considering a realistic NMAE around 25–30% for a single wind farm
and using penalties around 27% of the market price (case of the
Spanish pool-based market), the dwp would be around 30–35%.
In short, this paper shows that the combined hydro-wind bid
strategy is a very useful tool for the generating agents in order
to avoid penalty costs or income reduction. The final benefits will-wind generation bids in a pool-based electricity market, Electr.
depend on penalty values, how long in advance the wind forecast
is made and the size of ensemble and hydro model features.
As a future line of research, it could be studied the effect of this
possibility of joint hydro/wind bids on the overall system reserves
management.
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ppendix A. List of symbols
onstants
i,l Slope of block l of plant i in the hydro unit performance
curve UPC [MW/m3/s]
j Average slope of plant i in the hydro unit performance
curve UPC [MW/m3/s]
Conversion factor, from water discharged to volume,
equals 3.6×10−3 [Hm3s/m3]
i,l Maximum water discharge of block l of plant i [m3/s]
i Maximum water discharge of plant i due to technical con-
straints [m3/s]
i Minimum water discharge of plant i due to technical con-
straints [m3/s]
ext
i,t Maximum water discharge of plant i in period t due to
external constraints [m3/s]
ext
i,t Minimum water discharge of plant i in period t due to
external constraints [m3/s]
i Maximum content of the reservoir associated with plant
i [Hm3]
i Minimum content of the reservoir associated with plant i
[Hm3]
i,t Forecasted natural water inflow of the reservoir associ-
ated with plant i in period t [Hm3/h]
t Forecasted energy price in period t [D /MWh]
ij Time required so that the water flows from reservoir j to
reservoir i [h]
t,down Penalty for down deviation, as a percentage of market
price in hour t
t,up Penalty for up deviation, as a percentage of market price
in hour t
Future value of the stored water [D /Hm3]
ci Start cost of plant i [D ]
ariables
HWP Expected hydro-wind profit [D ]
HPt,w Expectedhydro profit in period t associatedwith outcome
w [D ]
WRt,w Expected wind revenue in period t for outcome w [D ]
Pt,w Expected penalty for the power deviation in period t asso-
ciated with outcome w [D ]
pri,t,w Hydro power generated by plant i in period t associated
with outcome w [MW]
i,w Future value of the stored water in the reservoirs associ-
ated with plant i and outcome w [D /Hm3]
t,w Power imbalance in period t for outcome w [MW]
i,t,w Spillage of the reservoir associated with plant i in period
t for outcome w [m3/s]
i,t,l,w Water discharge of plant i in period t for block l associated
with outcome w [m3/s]
i,t,w Content of the water reservoir of plant i in period t asso-Please cite this article in press as: J.L. Angarita, et al., Combined hydro
Power Syst. Res. (2009), doi:10.1016/j.epsr.2009.01.002
ciated with outcome w [Hm3]
i,TF,w Content of the water reservoir of plant i for outcome w
and at the end of the scheduling period [Hm3]
t,i,w Binary variable equals 1 if plant i is started at the begin-
ning of period t PRESS
ms Research xxx (2009) xxx–xxx
zt,i,w Binary variable equals 1 if plant i is shut down at the
beginning of period t
t,i,w Binary variable equals 1 if plant i is on-line at the begin-
ning of period t
hwpdt Hydro-wind power declared in the bid for period t [MW]
The types of the other variables can be deduced
from the variables defined in this list
ui,t,l,w, si,t,w ≥ 0 ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀l∈ L,∀w ∈W;
yi,t,w, zi,t,w,i,t,w ∈
{
0,1
} ∀i∈ I,∀t ∈ T,∀w ∈W
Stochastic outcomes
ewpt,w Wind power value in period t associated with outcomew
[MW]
ewpnt One of the possible values of the expected wind power
during period t [MW]
w Probability for outcome w
Sets
I Set of indices of the plants belonging to the same river
basin and the same company
L Set of indices of blocks of piecewise linearization of the
unit performance curve
T Set of indices of the periods of the market time horizon

i Set of power plants downstream from plant i
i Set of power plants immediately upstream from plant i
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